Objectives: Human lung sounds are important indicators of underlying lung pathology. The prime objective of this work is to classify normal and adventitious lung sounds in paediatric population using spectral features and artificial neural networks.
INTRODUCTION
Human lung sounds play an important role in diagnosis of underlying respiratory pathology. Traditionally medical doctors used to auscultate the lung sounds with the conventional stethoscope. This approach is quite common, but is subjected to some concerns like, for the novice doctors it is difficult to distinguish between different categories of adventitious lung sounds due to unavailability of any objective reference. Moreover, the misdiagnosed adventitious lung sounds of paediatric population may lead to adulthood repository disease such as COPD.
Respiratory disorders, if diagnosed early in childhood, could be cured with proper antibiotics. To sum it up, it is very important to diagnose adventitious lung sounds in the paediatrics population due to their inability to communicate effectively about their health problems and lack of research in this category. This problem is more severe in the developing countries like India where majority (70%) of the population resides in the rural regions where appropriate medical facilities are not easily available due to distant geography and due to the shortage of trained medical practitioners.
There are estimated 6.4 million deaths [1] due to lung disease globally and in India it accounts for 11% of all the deaths [2] . Respiratory disorders are the second most cause of mortality in India after Heart related disease. The aim of this study is to address the issue by employing signal processing techniques in analysis of paediatric lung sounds to categorize them in normal and adventitious category. Now-a-days commercialization of electronic stethoscope with various inbuilt features opens a wide opportunity for the researchers in the biomedical field. Littmann is most trusted brand in the stethoscope market since many years. 3M Littmann traditional models were the most popular amongst the doctors especially amongst the pulmonologists and cardiologists. 3M Littmann 3200 Electronic stethoscope is used to record the lung sounds of subjects which was not utilized for lung sound recording and analysis purpose by previous researchers.
The paper has been organized into four sections. The second section presents review of some research done in past. Section three describes materials and method which includes data acquisition, feature extraction and classification. Finally Section four presents results and fifth describes conclusion. 
LITERATURE REVIEW

MATARIALS AND METHODS
A] Data Acquisition
For data acquisition, 3M Littmann 3200 electronic stethoscope was used .3M Littmann electronic stethoscope is been chosen because of its ambient noise reduction capability, larger bandwidth (0-2000 Hz) and facility to record in extended mode which provides maximum bandwidth as compared to traditional stethoscope which provides only two modes i.e. Bell and Diaphragm. Also 3M Littmann is most popular and trusted brand among medical practitioners. Also its fidelity for heart sound recording has been tested in our precious study [32] .
The stethoscope has the Bluetooth connectivity with PC with the help of 'StethAssist' software provided by Littmann. One complete recoding of 60 sec is transmitted to PC simultaneously during auscultation through Bluetooth interface. The file is then exported in '.wav' format (16 bit PCM sampled at 4000 Hz). Recordings were made on PC running Windows 8 operating system with AMD quad core processor with 4 GB ram. The recording setup is shown in figure 1.
All lung sound recordings were made after obtaining approval from concerned authorities and in accordance with medical ethics. The mean age of children selected for recording is 2 years ± 1 year, with almost equal gender distribution. The recordings were carried out at renowned child hospitals having Paediatrician with more than 15 years of experience in Nagpur city and in the towns of Pusad and Digras (Vidharbha region of Maharashtra State India).
B] Sorting and Pre-processing
The recordings were labelled according to the disease and sorted according to the quality. Here quality means the absence of hospital noise. The noise in the data was mainly due to crying and movement of child subjects. So after sorting, almost 50% of the data was discarded due to high amount of noise content. Total 540 recording were recorded out of which only 253 recording were selected of which 127 include adventitious lung sounds such as wheezing, crackles, grunting, crepitations and harsh breath sounds. For categorizing normal lung sounds, 126 recordings were selected including the lung sounds of the subjects having common acute cough and cold.
The pre-processing stage involves filtering, DC removal, segmentation and normalization. Below 100 Hz the auscultation sounds are dominated by heart sounds, it is necessary to remove this unwanted signals by means of suitable filtering which will not only remove the noise but will also preserve the basic nature of lung sounds for higher frequencies. Different digital filters were designed and tested by varying order of filter and window types, and finally 7 th order Chebyshev type I IIR filter with cut-off frequency of 100 Hz is selected after observing time and frequency domain characteristics of filtered signal. Filter designing is done using MATLAB 2008b licensed version. After successful filtering of all the recordings, two breath cycles from each recording is extracted manually using WAVEDIT software. Each segmented recording is relabelled and saved for analysis. Segmented sounds are then amplitude normalized in the range of ±1.These pre-processed sounds was then used for feature extraction and classification.
C] Feature Extraction:
By observing time and frequency domain description (spectrum) of all the cases of normal and adventitious lung sounds, it was observed that time domain analysis would not help good classification because of similarity in shape of time domain statistical parameters. The previous studies related to time domain analysis of lung sounds also do not reflect encouraging results in terms of accuracy. So, frequency domain analysis is carried out using spectral features which were extensively used in automatic speech recognition systems [33] [34] . Total ten spectral features were extracted consisting of Spectral centroid, Spectral crest, Spectral decrease, Spectral flatness, Spectral flux, Spectral roll off, Spectral skewness, Spectral kurtosis, Spectral Slope and Spectral spread.
Brief definition of spectral features is given below
Spectral Centroid
It is the centre of gravity of spectrum. It is defined as
Spectral centroid basically represents the location of concentration of spectral energy. Low values of spectral centroid indicate presence of lower frequency components and vice versa.
Spectral Crest Factor
It is a measure of tonalness of the signal. It is the ratio of maximum of the magnitude spectrum to the sum of all bins in the magnitude spectrum. It is defined as
Where n is the block length. In this study the complete segmented signal (two breath cycles) were considered as single block. Low values of spectral crest factor indicates flat spectrum where as high values indicates a sinusoidal. Spectral crest factor is zero for the blocks having zero energy (silence).
Spectral Decrease
The spectral decrease measures the steepness of the decrease in the spectral envelope over frequency. It is defined as ( )
The value of spectral decrease is a value S.Dec≤1. A lower value of spectral decrease indicates concentration of the spectral energy at bin 0.
Spectral Flatness
The spectral flatness is the ratio of geometric mean and arithmetic mean of the magnitude spectrum, it is defined as
The value of spectral flatness is greater than 0.The upper value depends on the maximum spectral magnitude. Nonflat spectrum tends to have lower values of S.F where as flat spectrums results in higher values of S.F.
Spectral Flux
The spectral flux measures the amount of change in spectral shape. It is defined as the average difference between successive STFT frames ( )
The value of spectral flux lies in the range 0 ≤ S.F ≤ A with A representing maximum possible spectral magnitude. Low values of A represents steady input signals.
Spectral Kurtosis
The Kurtosis is referred to the ratio of fourth central movement of a variable to the fourth power of standard deviation. The spectral kurtosis measures how much the distribution of spectral magnitude resembles the Gaussian distribution. It is defined as
Spectral kurtosis represents peakedness of the signal. For spectrum having peaks, its value will be higher. Again one complete segmented signal is used as input to calculate spectral kurtosis.
Spectral Roll off
It is the measure of concentration of spectrum. It is defined as the frequency below which certain percentage (In this study 95%) of the magnitude distribution of the spectrum is concentrated. If m th DFT coefficient corresponds to the spectral roll off of the i th frame then
C is the adapted percentage which is 95% in our case. To normalize spectral roll off frequency it is divided by the F L (total length of the band). So it will have values between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to the maximum frequency of signal (fs/2).This parameter actually describes the distribution and shape of the spectrum i.e. narrower spectrum yields lower values where as wider spectrum results in higher values of spectral roll off.
Spectral Skewness
The Spectral skewness is a measure of symmetry of distribution of the spectral magnitude around their arithmetic mean. It is defined as
It indicates the amount of non similarities between spectral magnitudes i.e. for flat like spectrums it has a very low value, where as for fluctuating spectrum its value is high.
Spectral Slope
The spectral slope is similar to the spectral decrease which measures the slope of the spectral shape. It is calculated using a linear approximation of the magnitude spectrum. In the presented form, the linear function is modelled from the magnitude spectrum. It is calculated with the following equation
Spectral Spread
It is defined as the second central moment of the spectrum. To calculate it deviation from the spectral centroid is taken (10) ) (
To normalize SS in the range [0,1], it is divided by the factor (f s /2) ,where 1 corresponds to maximum frequency of signal (f s /2). All ten spectral features are calculated for each segmented recording. The calculations were performed in Matlab R2008b Licensed version using toolbox available [34] . For 126 normal subjects the dimension of feature matrix is 126*10 and for 127 Pathological subjects the feature matrix dimension is 127*10. By observing both the feature matrices it is concluded that they are not linearly separable, so classification based of artificial neural network has been employed.
C] Classification:
Neurosolutions (Neuro Dimension Inc.USA) 5.07 was used to implement different NN based classifiers on lung sound recordings which are represented by feature vector containing 10 different elements. This paper explores the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Generalized feed forward (GFF) and Modular Neural networks for classification purpose.
In the first stage all the network classifiers were tested for different topologies i.e. by varying number of hidden layers and processing elements (PEs) and by changing transfer function and learning rules. Performance measures such as mean square error (MSE), minimum absolute error, maximum absolute error, mean absolute error (MAE), correlation coefficient and classification accuracy were calculated for different classifiers. After observing performances of all the possible combination of transfer functions and learning rules with varying processing elements in hidden layers, it was decided to use network having one hidden layer with six processing elements in it. Table IV shows the results using GFF neural network in terms of performance measures such as MSE, MAE, Correlation coefficients and classification accuracy. The sensitivity of neural network for all the ten features is shown in figure 2 . For testing data of 49 subjects belonging to normal category, 48 were classified successfully and for Subjects belonging to pathological category out of 52, 48 were successfully classified. The sensitivity and specificity for conducted study is 92.30% and 97.95% respectively leading to the overall accuracy of 95.12%.
CONCLUSIONS
A new approach to preliminary detect adventitious lung sounds in paediatric population has been proposed in this study. 
